Abstract. In this paper a mathematical apparatus for determination of plane section of
CONTOUR LINES IN OBLIQUE PROJECTION BY USING POLARITY AND AFFINE TRANSFORMATION

Affinity
If a basic circle of a surface is in horizontal plane then its oblique projection is an ellipse which is obtained by the affine transformation of the circle. The horizontal plane H of the first orthogonal projection and the horizontal plane H K of the oblique projection are in affine correlation where axis of affinity is coincident to x axis and this is the intersecting line between these two planes. In figure 1 the connection between the first orthogonal and the first oblique projection of point A (x A , y A , z A ) is presented.
Dimensions of an axis y k can be equal to dimensions of an axis y, longer or shorter in comparison to the y axis. The most frequent decrease is for a quarter (y k : y = 3 : 4), a third (y k : y = 2 : 3) and a half (y k : y = 1 : 2) . 
Equations (1),..., (3) affinely transform all points from the first orthographic to the first oblique projection.
Points in oblique projection and in a pair of orthographic projections
Point A in the oblique projection is defined by three coordinates (x A , y A , z A ) and in plane Oxz it can be defined by two coordinates (x A 1 , z A 1 ). We can obtain a transformation from 3D to 2D coordinate system by using the equation (2) and the following equation
Affine transformation of basic circle
Basic circle is given with centre C (x C , y C , 0) and radius R (Fig. 2) . Parametric equations of circle in plane Oxy are
where parameter ϕ is between 0 0 and 360 0 (360 circle points are used). 
Polarity
Determination of contour lines of cone and cylinder is based on constructing of tangent lines from the given point P to the circle K (Fig.3) .
These tangent lines (t 1 , t 2 ) are touching the circle K in points K 1 , K 2 and the polar line q (with pole P) is a connecting line between these two points. When pole P is at infinity then the polar line is coincident with the circle diameter. Four points A, Q, B and P on the diametric line PC are in harmonic relation (PQAB) = −1
Starting from equation (5) it is possible to determine the coordinates of points K 1 , K 2 . Namely, for the given local coordinate system Cx 1 y 1 , the points P, A, and B have the coordinates (Obradovic, 1997) By including equations (6), (7) and (8) into equation (5) one obtains
By substitution of (10) 
Coordinates of points P and C in global coordinate system Oxy are given with
Then in the same system
When the circle is in the frontal plane then the value f is given with equation
where the points P and C in the system Oxz are given with the coordinates
CONTOUR LINES OF CONE IN OBLIQUE PROJECTION
Centre of basic circle is C (x c ,y c ,0), radius is R and vertex of cone is point V (x v , y v , z v ) (Fig. 4) . Point C is transformed by affine transformation into C K , circle is transformed into ellipse and point V into V K . Contour lines of cone in oblique projection are tangent lines of ellipse from point V K . This pair of tangent lines of ellipse is transformed into tangent lines of circle from point V H (in figure 4 point V H is obtained by steps 1, 2, 3) . The contact points K 1 ,K 2 are affinely transformed into points K 1 ,K 2 and these tangent lines of ellipse are coincident in oblique projection with the contour lines of the cone.
Analytical interpretation of this construction is given with equation (1),...,(4) which are giving us two coordinates of vertex of cone in plane Oxz, i.e. V Hk (x v 1 , z v 1 ) . In the next step one can find the coordinates of points V H in the system Oxz. Line p 1 is parallel to axis y k , i.e. angle between x axis and this line is tg γ. Line p 1 contains point V Hk and according to that, this line intersects z axis in point (Fig. 4) . In system Oxz points C, C k are defined with ) , ( ), , (
By substitution of coordinates of points C, C k in equation (14) and by solving of this pair of given equations we can find direction coefficient of this line ) (
RESULTS
Results given in this paragraph are obtained by using programming system AutoCAD R14 and C++ developing system for AutoCAD Object ARX (AutoCAD Run-time extensions).
Advantages of this method are: figures are presented by using of vector graphics in a known determined ratio, where subsequent usage of figures was possible by some of vector oriented graphical progammes (i.e. CorelDRAW). In all figures the basic circles are transformed into oblique projection by using of 360 points of circle where intersecting curve is defined with 1000 points. 
Plane section of cylinder
The parameters of the cylinder are: C (150;150;0), H = 70, R = 30. In figures 11 and 12 the plane section of the cylinder is presented and the intersecting plane is α(250;∞;100).
CONCLUSION
The surfaces are presented by contour lines and because of that the surfaces have a realistic view. The intersecting curve is described by a group of 3D points which are determined correctly because the surface is not approximated by using patches.
In the further work it is possible to form similar procedures for determining the plane section of surfaces whose basis is not a circle.
